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LOCAL BOY INGLIS TAKES TOP HONOUR IN SLAM 
Brian and Kylie Chalmers, Krewwear Inc. 

Local Great Southern Kart Club 

(GSKC) member James Inglis 

(pictured) took victory on 

Saturday the 21st of May during 

the Great Southern Slam at the 

Club’s race track here in Wagin.  

Inglis has a gold medal run 

winning just about everything he 

drove in on the night. He called it 

“a dream run”. 

A record field of 48 drivers from all 

over Australia attended the fifth 

running of the Slam. In that field 

there were over 26 karts from the 

GSKC alone which is also a record 

for this event.  

Sponsored by Hearth House 

Mandurah for 2022, the Great 

Southern Slam is now fast 

becoming one of the biggest events in Australian dirt karts. 

The action started on Friday night with the well-attended ‘Slambeque’ which was a meet 

and greet for the drivers and fans, and set up for a great day on the Saturday with a full 

race program scheduled. Take a look at the photos of the Slam itself on page 35. 

What many locals wouldn’t realise is the Great Southern Kart Club is one of the most 

successful dirt kart clubs in all of Australia with currently six national champions residing at 

the Wagin club which is somewhat of a record in Australian karting.  

GSKC will run again this Saturday the 4th of June with all new members and visitors welcome, 

plenty of parking and a playground for the kids. Gates open at 7am, racing starts at 11am, 

and there will be a lunchtime BBQ. If you would ever like to be involved in dirt karting, please 

come by on any race day and speak to the people attending. We can arrange a ‘come 

and try’ experience to see if this is something you or your kids would like to do. 
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The Wagin Wool Press is not-for-profit and is produced 

locally by the Wagin Community Resource Centre. 

Printed copies are available from: 

 Wagin CRC, Wagin FoodWorks, Wagin IGA Xpress and Dom’s Deli. 

The Wagin Wool Press is also available online. 

To subscribe please email news@wagincrc.net.au. 

For more information or if you are wishing to contribute or advertise 

please contact the Wagin CRC: 

CONTACT DETAILS 

Phone: 9861 1644 | Fax: 9861 1655 | 46-48 Tudhoe St Wagin WA 6315

GENERAL EMAIL: admin@wagincrc.net.au 

WOOL PRESS: news@wagincrc.net.au 

BOOKKEEPER: bookkeeper@wagincrc.net.au 

JASMINE WATSON: jasmine@wagincrc.net.au 

ZACHARY RAYNE: zachary@wagincrc.net.au 

LUKE JENKIN: luke@wagincrc.net.au 

OPERATING HOURS 

Monday – Friday | 9am – 4pm 

Closed Weekends and Public Holidays 

THE WAGIN CRC IS MANAGED BY A VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

CHAIRPERSON: Jessica Hamersley | VICE CHAIR: Vicki Daley 

SECRETARY: Jessica Booth | TREASURER: Kathy Wilkinson | SHIRE REP: Vacant 

MEMBERS: Kayla Patuwai, Calista Van Schalkwyk

UPCOMING WAGIN CRC EVENTS, COURSES & WORKSHOPS 

• Macrame Workshop Sunday 19th June Time TBA  $95* 

• Excel in Business  Tuesday 21st June 5.30pm-7.30pm Free* 

• Cuppa with a Coppa June, date TBA Time TBA  Free 

• Chainsaw Course  June, date TBA 8.30am-4.30pm Price TBA* 

• Skipper’s Ticket  June, date TBA 8.30am-4.30pm $70-110* 

• Paint & Sip   Tuesday, 5th July 6pm-8.30pm  $40* 

*BOOKINGS ARE ESSENTIAL: Please call us on 9861 1644 to register or enquire. 

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST FOR COURSES & WORKSHOPS 

We are looking at bringing more fantastic courses to our community. 

Besides those above, we are looking into running the following: 

• Art Workshops 

• Barista Course 

• Computer Classes 

• Cooking Classes 

• Heavy Vehicle Pilots Licence 

• Snake Handling Course 

• Suicide Prevention Course 

• Truck (MC/HC) Licence

If you are keen to attend any of these courses, please contact us to register your interest.
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WAGIN WEATHER FORECAST 

Reproduced with the permission of the Bureau of Meteorology. 

Thu 2 Fri 3 Sat 4 Sun 5 Mon 6 Tue 7 Wed 8 

       

17°/7° 15°/4° 15°/4° 15°/4° 17°/5° 17°/4° 18°/5° 

70% 0-1m 10% 5% 10% 10% 10% 10% 

PAT CELEBRATES HER 100TH BIRTHDAY 

Rob Fletcher 

Mrs Pat Fletcher, a long term past 

resident of Wagin, gathered recently 

with friends and family in Perth to 

celebrate her one hundredth birthday. 

Pat, together with her husband Pete 

(deceased), ran the Wagin 

Newsagency from the early 1950s 

through to the late 1970s.  

Pat has always been very active in the 

area of helping others. She was a 

founder and regular volunteer at the 

Op Shop, for many years ran the Red 

Cross Blood Bank drives in Wagin and 

supported very actively her husband 

with Torch Bearers for Legacy and 

Rotary.  

The Save the Children Fund was especially dear to Pat. There are many, in and around the 

district, who will remember the annual charity Ladies Melbourne Cup luncheons that were 

held on the front lawn at 15 Ware Street, complete with shadow call, bookie and fashion 

parade.  

Pat was keen on flying and was the 

secretary of the Wagin Aero club for 

many years.  

A number of ex and current Waginites 

joined the celebration to Pat’s delight. 

According to her children, Pat is living 

proof that it never hurts to keep looking 

for sunshine! 

Longevity runs in the family with Pat’s 

elder sister, Val Brockway, still going 

strong at the ripe old age of 104 in 

Wagin. 

 

Pat surrounded by her children on the 25th of May. 

Left to right: Pete, Rob, Kim, Jen, Pat and Chris. 

Pat enjoying the company of family and friends in 

Parkland Villas on the 28th of May. 
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SHIRE OF WAGIN NEWS 

ASSET BASED COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (ABCD) SEMINAR  

Wednesday the 8th of June, 9am to 3pm, Wagin Recreation Centre 

Want to see Wagin thrive? Are you hungry to see things happen? Want to look through a 

lens of sustainability? There is strength in listening and sharing and our human resources are 

the key to unlocking the energy and vibrancy in belonging to community. Why not get 

together with other likeminded people at a really useful workshop? 

ABCD is committed to strengths-focused, place-based and community-driven 

development. Through ABCD people have discovered the power of focusing on their 

assets, capacities and opportunities, as opposed to their needs, deficiencies and 

limitations. ABCD is about local communities connecting and flourishing. Presenter Peter 

Kenyon, based in Perth, is a community enthusiast with 33 plus years’ experience in 53 

countries. Register now at the Shire of Wagin. 

WOOD CUTTING 

It’s getting cold, we get it, you need wood for the fire, we get it, cutting it from a reserve 

we don’t get. Standing wood is a vital location for our wildlife to live and reproduce in, and 

all wood in a reserve area is NOT FOR COLLECTION. We recently have been advised of 
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people cutting wood from Mt Latham/Bojanning Reserve. This reserve is a critical location 

for the protection of our red-tailed phascogale and must not be encroached upon.  

Roadside collection is allowed ONLY with a permit from us, with DBCA doing surprise 

inspections locally at random times. They 

have been known to not only confiscate the 

load, but the trailer holding it, if the wood 

chopper has no permit, and the permit is 

clear that standing wood is not included.   

In summary, if you need wood, buy it, get a 

permit and cut only fallen wood from the 

roadside, or talk to a farmer/land owner and 

cut it from private land. Don’t steal it from a 

reserve.  

The maximum penalty for illegal tree felling 

and taking of firewood is $250,000, with fines 

being issued in WA as recently as last year. 

NEW NINJA PARK 

The Ninja Park (pictured) is ready for play, 

but not quite finished. We have received 

some lights which need to be installed 

onsite, along with a sign and seating. But 

how good is it?! Wow, it’s fantastic. 

SCIENCE ALIVE PROJECT 

It’s free, it’ll be masses of fun, and it’s directed at 

school, kindy and playgroup aged children. The 

Shire of Wagin presents Science Alive this June. 

The topic is boundless energy. What does that 

mean? It means the Science Alive team are 

going to show us how to create rockets using a 

rubber band, a toothpick and paper clips. Wait, 

is that MacGyver? They are going to provide 

loads of fun for everyone with games including 

light, wind, magnetism, chemicals, rockets and 

more. Make sure you get to the Town Hall early 

enough to get a seat up front to get involved. 

PENSIONER SENIOR REVIEWS 

If you have received a letter about this in the 

mail, kindly complete and return as soon as 

possible to ensure you make the cut before the 

rates are printed.

Children enjoying the newly installed Ninja 

Park play equipment in the Wetlands Park. 
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View the trailers by clicking the QR codes or scanning them with your smartphone camera. 

FANTASTIC BEASTS: THE SECRETS OF DUMBLEDORE returns us to the 

magic of the wizarding world. Jude Law reprises the role of Albus 

Dumbledore and Mads Mikkelsen takes over the role of dark wizard 

Grindelwald. Though Johnny Depp’s performance as Grindelwald 

was a highlight of the previous film, Mikkelsen’s dangerously 

charismatic performance has been praised as a superior, more 

accurate depiction of the character. A Harry Potter film for adults 

and the older kids, The Secrets of Dumbledore is the sixth-highest 

grossing film of 2022. 

Rated M | 2hrs 22mins | Fantasy 

Friday – 3rd June @ 6.30pm 

Saturday – 4th June @ 2pm & 6.30pm 

Monday – 6th June @ 6.30pm 

TOP GUN: MAVERICK is the sequel to the classic aviation film of 1986. 

The irresistible Tom Cruise reprises the role of Navy aviator Pete 

‘Maverick’ Mitchell, who returns to the Top Gun program where he 

must confront his past as he trains a group of younger fighter pilots. 

Critics have lavished praise on this sequel, with Deadline Hollywood 

claiming it “tops the original in every way imaginable”. The 

Independent said, “It’s the kind of edge-of-your-seat, fist-pumping 

spectacular that can unite an entire room full of strangers sitting in 

the dark and leave them with a wistful tear in their eye.” 

Rated M | 2hrs 11mins | Action/Drama 

Friday – 17th June @ 6.30pm 

Saturday – 18th June @ 2pm & 6.30pm 

Monday – 20th June @ 6.30pm 

TICKETS: Kids $8 | Concession $11 | Adults $13 (only $11 on Monday nights) 

Cash only     No BYO please     Doors open 30 minutes early 

VOLUNTEERS WANTED 

Come and volunteer with us! We are always chasing fresh faces for 

volunteers, because there is always something to do! 

As we are completely volunteer run, there is a wide range of jobs to do. 

You can help out at the movies by selling popcorn and snacks, selling 

tickets or running the projector (for those a bit tech savvy). Out of show 

hours the garden needs tending to, bins need to be put out, there’s the 

handyman work of changing light globes etc. 

There is a job for everyone, and you will be welcomed with open arms by 

our current amazing group of volunteers. 

Message the Facebook page or email us at btctwagin@gmail.com if you'd love to get 

involved, or track down Nicole Kirk, Diane Dohle or Kayla Lloyd.

https://youtu.be/Fo6TfHkLW6Y
https://youtu.be/giXco2jaZ_4
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Support the local store that supports you. 

 

We are open: 

Monday to Friday 

8:30am – 5:30pm 

Saturday 

8:30am – Noon 

 

Phone: 9861 1444 

wagincoop@westnet.com.au 

Visit us at the Co-op for  

your selection of Cheesecakes,  

Tortes and Mud Cakes from  

The Cheesecake Shop. 

We are agents for  

Nelsons Dry cleaning 

 

Don’t forget, we do 

deliver 

DO YOU WANT TO SEE 

YOUR BUSINESS 

ADVERTISED HERE? 

Ads beginning at just $10 

Contact Wagin Community 

Resource Centre 

on 9861 1644 

news@wagincrc.net.au 

or visit our website 

https://foodworks.com.au/stores/wagin
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Dear parents, carers and community, 

While many predicted Term One to be highly impacted by COVID-19, the level of infections at 

school were quite low. Many restrictions were lifted at the start of Term 2 and we are currently seeing 

a high number of students, staff and families impacted by the illness. This has required some changes 

to classes and school operations while teachers, the administration team and support staff are in 

isolation. We thank our amazing casual staff who have stepped in to support our students and the 

school during this time. I would also like to thank our students and parents for their positive 

acceptance of changes that are happening. Due to the high number of COVID-19 infections in our 

community, as well as staff and student absences, we made the decision to postpone the assembly 

planned for Friday the 27th of May and it will now take place on Friday the 10th of June at 10am.  

Last Friday the 27th of May marked the start of National Reconciliation Week. It is a time for all 

Australians to learn about our shared histories, cultures and achievements, and to explore how each 

one of us can contribute to reconciliation in our country. The 2022 Reconciliation Week theme is ‘Be 

Brave. Make Change.’ and during this week our students are participating in activities that support 

Reconciliation Australia’s mission of building relationships, respect and trust between the wider 

community and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. Thursday the 26th of May was National 

Sorry Day, a day where Australian people around the country remember and acknowledge the 

mistreatment of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who were forcibly removed from their 

families and communities, which we now know as the Stolen Generation. Our Aboriginal students 

will present a dance to the Archie Roach song ‘Took the Children Away’ as we commemorate the 

strength of Stolen Generation Survivors and reflect on how we can all play a part in the healing 

process for our people and nation.  

The weather is certainly cooling off quickly and students need to remember to bring jumpers to 

school with them. Wagin DHS has a firm Uniform Policy and all students are expected to wear the 

School Council approved clothing to maintain Good Standing. At our recent meeting, the Council 

approved the inclusion of another winter top item for the High School students as a response to their 

request for a review. The P&C have ordered samples and our students will be consulted on the 

change. We hope to have this option available soon. If you have any suggestions for the uniform 

that you would like to raise, please contact me to discuss. The uniform shop will be open this Friday 

the 27th of May, and you can visit in person or make orders for winter uniforms via QuickCliq. 

Our School Council is currently seeking two additional Parent Representatives for the board. If you 

are keen to support the school and represent other parents in this forum, please contact a member 

of the Leadership Team for further information or to nominate for one of the positions. The School 

Council meets five times a year and we would like to ensure all sectors of the school community are 

represented at this strategic level. Our current School Council members are myself, Kristy Ball, Bridgit 

Gannaway, Alicia Turner, Kelly Bruins, Makisha Edgill, Dwight Kellow and Cam Forrest. 

Overall student attendance levels are currently quite low and I would like to reiterate the 

importance of regular attendance at school once students are fully recovered from illness. Our 

teachers are currently finalising assessments and gathering data for Semester One reports and 

repeated, unexplained absences significantly impacts student achievement.  It is important to let 

the school know reasons for student absences and this week we have sent out letters requesting 
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this information so we can update student records accurately. Please return these forms to the 

school as soon as possible. 

As I sign off, I have been in isolation at home with members of my family and out of the school for 

several days. Leah Kellow has been Acting Principal in my absence.   

I wish those of you at home with COVID-19 a speedy recovery and look forward to seeing you back 

at school soon. 

GOLF 

Thanks to a Sporting Schools grant, for four weeks we have been 

fortunate to secure Megan Henry to come and instruct some of our 

students on the game of golf. We can't wait to see a future Adam 

Scott or Karrie Webb in the making! 

UNIFORM SHOP 

The Uniform Shop is open fortnightly with the next open day on 

Friday the 10th of June from 8.30am to 10am. They are currently 

experiencing some supply issues with some items. Windcheaters 

should be in stock shortly with polos hopefully being back in stock at 

the beginning of July. 

NOMINATIONS FOR SCHOOL COUNCIL 

The School Council is very proactive and has made a significant difference to the 

educational provision of the students at Wagin DHS. With some parent 

representative vacancies, we would love for you to consider nominating. Scan or 

click on the QR code to read more about the School Council and download the 

nomination form. Please email the form to Wagin.DHS@education.wa.edu.au. 

HOME ECONOMICS 

Our High Schoolers have been busy cooking up a storm 

in Home Economics with Mrs Abbott and Mrs Kirk! 

CANTEEN VOLUNTEERING 

Our updated canteen roster is out. 

Please scan or click on the QR code to 

download a copy. If you are available 

to cover half a day this term, please 

contact Jasmine on 0437 131 191.

Kind regards 

Amber Ward 
Principal 
Amber.Ward@education.wa.edu.au 

https://www.wagindhs.wa.edu.au/page/99/School-Council
https://www.wagindhs.wa.edu.au/uploaded_files/media/canteen_roster_t2_2022.pdf
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Hi to all our Wagin Library & Gallery patrons and friends. 

EVENTS 

Our next Book Club is on Saturday the 11th of June from 2pm to 4pm at the Wagin Library & 

Gallery. New members are always welcome. Who is your favourite author? 

Story Time is on every Wednesday from 10am to 11am then again on Fridays from 1.30pm to 

2.30pm, including the school holidays. Each week we read a story and then we sing along to 

some nursery rhymes. You no longer need to book a place. 

Friends of Wagin Library & Gallery have a meeting once a month. Come along to see how the 

Friends of Wagin Library & Gallery help the library. Meetings are held the last Thursday of the 

month. Our next meeting will be on Thursday the 30th of June at 4.30pm in the library. 

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS 

The joys of reading non-fiction books. You can read about difficult times in world history, strange 

and not so strange people, inspirational stories and things that intrigue our curious minds. 

Sensible Shoes: A Story about the Spiritual Journey by Sharon Garlough Brown. This is an adult 

non-fiction book. Brown tells the moving story of four strangers as they embark together on a 

journey of spiritual formation: Hannah, a pastor wo doesn’t realize how exhausted she is. Meg, 

a widow and a recent empty nester who is haunted by her past. Mara, a woman who has 

bounced from relationship to relationship and had a lifetime of rejection. Charissa. a hard-

working graduate student who wants to get things right. You are invited to join these four 

women and find out about their stories of mutual support and personal revelations. 

Rescue at 2100 Hours: The Untold Story of the Most Daring Escape of the Pacific War by Tom 

Trumble.  This is an adult non-fiction book. A World War II story of courage, cruelty, friendship 

and the extraordinary things ordinary men must do to survive. The Japanese invasion of Timor 

had begun and the evacuation of a group of 29 Australian airmen was attempted. Why had 

they been charged with keeping an airfield operational until the last moment? 

The Lost City of Z by David Grann. This is an adult non-fiction book. This book can be a little 

graphic. It boasts unbelievably true stories of savages, cannibalism, kidnappings, murder, 

torture, mutiny, starvation, massive hoaxes, madness and exotic death. A journalist follows the 

story of Percy Harrison Fawcett who in 1925 disappeared with his son in the Amazon while 

looking for an ancient lost city. 

Dune is a Four-letter Word by Griselda Sprigg and Rod Maclean. This is an adult non-fiction book. 

Griselda, her husband Reg and children Marg and Doug were attempting to make the first 

motorised crossing of the forbidding Simpson Desert, travelling over the vast Australian outback. 

This is also the story of Arkaroola sanctuary and how Griselda and Reg turned a drought-stricken 

sheep station into the magnificent flora and fauna reserve. There is so much spinifex. 

Teacher Man by Frank McCourt. This is an adult non-fiction book. Teacher Man is a memoir by 

Frank McCourt. Teacher man is engaging, humorous and takes a relevant look inside the world 

of teaching. Frank was not one who went by the book. He stood out as very different from the 

other teachers at the time. Let’s say Frank may have upset a few of the establishment along 

the way. Though they couldn’t fire him, he was effective. 

9 Ways to a Resilient Child by Dr Justin Coulson, PhD. This is an adult non-fiction book. This book 

gives parents practical strategies to help their children cope with challenges that life throws at 
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them, including friendship problems, losing a game, failing an exam and overcoming a 

negative attribution style. 

Ten Conversations You Must Have with Your Son by Dr Tim Hawkes. This is an adult non-fiction 

book. This book empowers parents to mentor and prepare their sons for life. Some parents put 

the important conversations off. Anyone with a teenage son might find it helpful reading this 

book to prepare their son for adulthood. 

Family Tree by Josh Pyke. National Simultaneous Story Time was on Wednesday the 25th of May 

at 11am. The book that was chosen this year was Family Tree. It is a lovely book that has a 

heartfelt celebration of family, the community and the seasons. With love, support, education, 

friendship and laughter which can help children grow. 

Puff Piece: How Philip Morris Set Vaping Alight (and Burned Down the English Language) by John 

Safran. This is an adult non-fiction book. Wild, hilarious and thought provoking. Puff Piece is a 

probing look into Big Tobacco companies and the vaping industry, and how words can be 

literally a matter of life and death. What does a world without cigarettes mean? 

James Hardy Vaux’s 1819 Dictionary of Criminal Slang and Other Impolite Terms as Used by 

Convicts of the British Colonies of Australia. This is an adult non-fiction book. Vaux was born in 

1782 in Surrey England. He was transported to Australia for seven years for stealing a 

handkerchief. On the voyage back to London he was employed writing the King’s log, but after 

committing further crimes he was transported again to New South Wales. He compiled his 

dictionary while in New Castle penal settlement, and soon after he received a conditional 

pardon. What is bad halfpenny? What is bullhankers? What is crosscrib? Do you know what 

Oliver’s up is? There are so many criminal slang words from 1819. Are some of these criminal 

words used today by the general public and criminals? 

One Day in Collie by Harold Williams. This is a history book of Collie. Collie is mainly known as a 

coal producing centre, but also offers industrial, agricultural and aquaculture tourism industries. 

The town is named after the river on which it is situated. The first coal mine opened in 1927.  

The Emu’s Watering Place: A Brief History of the Wagin District by M. J. Pederick. Our local history 

of Wagin. Myrtle Pederick researched for many years about facts on Wagin. On page 157 you 

can find out about the school. There on page 184 is a little bit of history of our library. Some 

family surnames that are listed are still in and around Wagin district. Some surnames that Myrtle 

Pederick has listed in this book are Ball, Baxter, Becker, Booth, Brockway, Douglas, Fraser, 

Goldsmith, Hall, Hansen, Harris, Kellow, Lutz, Nalder, Painter, Piesse, Pederick, Potts, Powell, 

Retallack, Rex, Riseborough, Robinson, Scanlon, Smith, Spooner, Spurr, Stephens, Taylor, 

Thompson, Turnor, Vagg, Walker, Ward, Warren, West and Williams.  

Pingelly, Our People and Progress by Sylvia Lange. Pingelly is a mixed farming town which is 

slightly larger than the usual single street. Sylvia checked the records and Pingelly was named 

after Pinge Gully at the head of the Avon River. What was it like, in the early days of Pingelly?  

A Fortunate Life by Albert B. Facey. This is an autobiography by. Facey. A moving and humble 

tale of resilience, this book is about the extraordinary life of an ordinary man. A parentless boy 

who started work at a young age on the rough West Australian Frontier, with little or no money, 

sometimes for people of little or no morals. Facey taught himself to read and write. He quoted 

and this is so beautiful, “I have lived a good, a very good life, it has been very rich and full. I 

have been very fortunate, and I am thrilled by it when I look back.” 

Western Australia in the 20th Century by Patrick Cornish. This is an adult non-fiction book. A 

collection of personal memories from the 1900s to 1990s of some of the people in Western 

Australia over the century. Some are well known, and others not so much. They share an 

experience of war, the depression, immigration, celebrity, community and creativity. 

Wagin Library & Gallery Opening Times 

Monday 2pm - 4pm 

Tuesday 2pm - 5pm 

Wed & Thurs 10am - 12 noon | 2pm - 5pm 

Friday 1pm - 5pm 

Saturday 10am - 12 noon 

Your Wagin Library & Gallery team: Tina and Calista at 3 Trent Street, Wagin. Ph: 9861 1247
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The Community Builders Program represents a grassroots leadership 

program that seeks to support local community builders within a 

defined cluster of communities to better understand and build their 

local and regional community and economy. 
 

Zachary Rayne 

This is a very special opportunity for three to five locals who want to get hands-on with 

helping our town grow. Thanks to very generous support and funding from Rural Aid, and 

the Shire of Wagin and CommuniTEA Hub, Wagin is privileged to have Peter Kenyon 

sharing his many years’ experience in community development both at the big workshop 

on the 8th of June (you’re invited! See page 6) and in the Community Builders Program. 

Are you a mover and shaker in Wagin? Perhaps you have the passion to develop our 

town but need to strengthen your skills and knowledge, or you might know someone else 

who could be a trailblazer in the community, and in their own personal life journey, with 

the right guidance. 

If so, you don’t want to miss this program. You will be a member of the Wagin group of 

aspiring Community Builders who begin by discussing the challenges facing our town and 

the ideas they’d love to see get off the ground. Then you get to join other groups from 

South West towns to attend six one-day workshops throughout the rest of the year. Experts 

will be brought in to share their many years’ experience at tackling the challenges the 

Community Builders have identified, be it tourism, encouraging volunteering, mental 

health or anything else you can come up with. 

Throughout the journey you will gain self-empowerment, learn new skills to use in the 

community, grow your confidence, forge contacts and see the world through others’ 

eyes. 

The first workshop will take place in late June. For more information, contact Peter Kenyon 

or Jen Curnow-Trotter (next page), Wendy Pederick at the CommuniTEA Hub (Wesley Hall 

Thursdays 10am-1pm, or waginhub@westnet.com.au) or Zachary Rayne at the Wagin 

Community Resource Centre.

THE 

COMMUNITY 

BUILDERS 
PROGRAM 

South Central 

Wheatbelt 
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THE COMMUNITY BUILDERS PROGRAM … 

Program Description  

Community Builders is a six-month program that seeks to identify, 

encourage, and empower local residents to become more 

involved in building their community and its economy. A cluster of 

communities provides the geographical basis for the Community 

Builders Program. Between six and ten communities within the 

south central Wheatbelt region will constitute the cluster, each 

being represented by a Community Team of three to five people. 

These Community Teams meet together for six one day ‘Cluster 

Muster’ workshops between late June and mid-October 2022.  

The meetings enable shared learning and conversation about 

community economic challenges, opportunities and options; enhance 

awareness of available resources; and the discovery of the diversity and interconnections of their 

local and regional economies.  

 

Program Goals 

✓ Provide the necessary information, skills, tools, motivation, 

confidence and passion to positively manage community 

change. 

✓ Encourage new thinking about ways to better support and 

nurture social and economic development at local community 

level. 

✓ Stimulate collaboration between communities and create 

peer support networks., project and friendship links across the 

region. 
 

Program Components  

1. Six one day (9am-4pm) fun ‘Cluster muster’ workshops: Workshop locations will rotate around 

participating communities and allow – a study tour of the host community; informal sharing over 

refreshments; resource information session; and a practical and interactive workshop experience 

focusing on participant identified learning priorities.   

2. Provision of a wide range of community building resources including a set of handbooks. 

3. Community asset mapping experiences.  

4. Individual Community Team coffee gatherings: to focus on the Community Builder experience, 

learnings and its relevance and application locally.  

5. Involvement in a community project. 

6. Opportunities for additional skills development 

opportunities. 

7. Final celebration and acknowledgement event. 

8. Formulation of individual community action plans.  

 

For more information 

Contact Peter Kenyon (Bank of I.D.E.A.S.), 

Ph: 0417 183 719  

Email: pk@bankofideas.com.au  

Contact Jen Curnow-Trotter (Rural Aid), Ph: 

0416 765 678, Email: jen.ct@ruralaid.org.au  
  

‘It isn’t enough for a town to have 

good leadership. Communities 

also must have people – 

Community Builders – who 

vigorously encourage and support 

a wide range of activities which 

benefit the community. These 

builders aren’t self-serving. They’re 

interested in improving and 

perpetuating their communities. 

Find a community with both 

leaders and builders and you’ll 

find a community that works.’ 
(Prof Robert Manley) 

 

'Never doubt that a  

small group of thoughtful, 

 concerned citizens can  

change the world!  

For indeed it is the only  

thing that ever has!’ 
(Margaret Mead) 

 

‘Community  

Building  

is not a  

spectator sport.’ 
(Bruce Adams) 

 

mailto:pk@bankofideas.com.au
mailto:jen.ct@ruralaid.org.au
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Fauna Trapping Research for Private Land 
We have been working on our Autumn trapping program in 

amongst other project activities at the moment. We expect to 

have surveyed a total of five properties by the end of May. 

We have been focusing largely on smaller mammals, as the 

research is exploring what smaller, rarely seen animals may be 

present in our vegetation communities, but we are also 

including larger traps and general pit fall traps that can 

accommodate a variety of reptiles, mammals, insects and 

arachnids.  

We are sure it is no surprise to most of you that there have been 

very high numbers of non-native field mice across all sites. We 

are pleased to report that two out of the three sites assessed (at 

the time of this report) have red-tailed phascogale populations. 

We as yet have not trapped any other small native species. We 

are very pleased to find phascogales in new locations, one of 

which was trapped repeatedly along Arthur River in banksia 

woodland with very low rate of she-oak which is unusual 

vegetation for the species.  

Through the volunteering of local community members and 

property owners, and publications such as this, we also aim to 

educate people about what surrounds them unseen. 

One Very Frightened Phascogale 
This photo shows a couple of things. One is the 

striking rust colour on the upper side of the tail which 

gives the red-tailed phascogale its name. Another 

thing is an example of the bait that we use. 

Australian native mammal bait is comprised of 

peanut butter, rolled oats and sardines, all mixed in 

together (a gooey but strangely satisfying process 

which is, I'm sure, good for the skin!) and rolled into 

small balls.  

The other thing shown here is that we minimise any 

physical contact with the animal. We are not 

conducting any measurements in this program; 

therefore, we aim to minimise stress to the animals by not touching them with our hands. 

The trap is disassembled in a pillowcase. We capture the photo information and inspect  

Tom Pascoe getting 

up close with his first 

red-tailed 

phascogale on the 

farm. (There is a 

phascogale in this 

picture; they are very 

well adapted to 

blend into their 

preferred habitat!) 
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them for general condition and then position the pillowcase open 

to allow the animal to escape. For this species that spends most of 

its life in the trees, they usually like to run straight up a tree and then 

leap from one tree to another to flee, or stay very still and instantly 

become very hard to see. So we find a decent branch that will 

give them the opportunity to go up. 

The Elliot Trap 

This type of trap is held together with pins along the long side. To 

retrieve the animal, we put the trap in this position into the 

pillowcase, then pull the pin to open the trap up and gently shake 

the trap to get the animal off it into the pillowcase, then close off 

the bottom part where the animal is with the fingers or a twist, and 

then pull the trap out, being careful that the animal is actually still 

in the closed off section, and not clinging to the trap. 

Pitfall Traps 
As the name suggests, these traps are a 

bucket buried in the ground with a 

guiding fence constructed to aid animals 

in finding their way to the trap. These traps 

are used widely for reptile trapping, but 

will also capture small mammals and all 

sorts of insects and arachnids. As you 

would expect, these traps are much 

harder to set in hard, rocky ground. 

Without machinery to dig holes, these can 

be limited to softer soils. We take care to 

ensure there is debris in the bucket and 

different 'zones' set up to allow for 

captured species to hide from each other for protection. We include the lids with these 

buckets for the traps to allow us to 'close' them during the day. If the weather is wet, we 

will keep them closed to prevent flooding in the trap. 

Fauna Protection 
The runner to the side of this trap on 

the left was a bit short. We moved it as 

its better to have the 'fence' hanging 

over the rim of the bucket as you can 

see on the right. The left photo shows 

the base of the bucket and how we 

provide some debris for protection. 

This picture looks 

into an Elliot trap 

from the opening 

door. The floor of 

the trap is on the 

bottom of the 

picture where the 

trigger plate can 

be seen. 
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Please meet our new Wagin Woolorama Administration and Event Manager and Wagin 

Agricultural Secretary: Amelia Barton. 

I grew up in rural South Australia around dairies, orchards and vineyards; and moved to 

Western Australia in 2010 with my family. I am one of three children with an older brother 

and younger sister. I was fortunate enough to attend Guildford Grammar and Penrhos 

College for the remainder of my schooling. I played sports growing up including tennis, 

netball, swimming and rowing. I am quite musical playing the clarinet and tenor 

saxophone and was fortunate enough to be able to attend a music tour to Europe to the 

Summa Cum Laude musical festival in Vienna with Penrhos where we took out first place 

for our division.  

From grade 7 through university, I worked as a waitress at a winery and in customer 

service, which I feel has had an influence on the career I want to pursue following the 

completion of my current degree in the area of extension within agriculture.  

I attended Muresk Institute as the last cohort to complete the Charles Sturt University 

Bachelor of Agricultural Business Management degree.  

I moved to Gnowangerup from Northam in 2020 with my fiancé (his hometown), where I 

worked for a local contractor and then for McIntosh Katanning. In 2021 I left my position 

Fiona Dawson, Vice President 

Wagin Agricultural Society Inc. 

7 Ballagin St Wagin 

PO Box 241 Wagin 6315 

(08) 9861 1611 

 info@woolorama.com.au 
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at McIntosh to complete my Masters of Sustainable Agriculture. In the meantime, I worked 

with CSBP as a field sampler for one of their projects, and CBH in Wagin for the 21/22 

harvest. 

My fiancé and I bought a house in Wagin in 2021 to be closer to Perth, as he is FIFO and 

for myself work-wise it was close to multiple larger towns with agricultural businesses.  

What attracted you to the Woolorama position when you saw it advertised?  

Customer service is my background, and I have had some experience with both event 

management and committees through my service on the Muresk Students Association 

Committee and with CWA in Northam and now Nyabing. Being fairly new to town, I was 

also attracted to the position as a way to meet people and to become more involved in 

the community, as I am recovering from injuries which at the moment prevent me from 

playing sport.  

Are there any major challenges that you foresee with the position? 

I have never dealt with an event of this scale before which makes it a little bit daunting, 

and I know that there is a lot of learning to do, but I am open to challenges. There is a lot 

of support from within the organisation, in particular so far from the previous secretary 

Amy Kippin. 

Given that you are very new to the role what do you think that you can bring to the Ag 

Society and Woolorama?  

Being new not only to the role but the Woolorama as well, having attended my first in 

2020, I am hoping to bring a fresh perspective and some new ideas to the role. 

What are you hoping to glean from working with the organisation on a personal and 

professional level?  

On a personal level, I would like to gain new relationships within the community, and on a 

professional level, I would like to improve on my current skills and knowledge and gain 

new skills and knowledge that may help me with future careers.  

Do you like dogs, and do you 

have a dog?  

Yes, I have two working dogs. Cliff 

is a black and white short hair 

border collie, and Storm is a blue 

merle collie/koolie cross.  

If you see Amelia around town, 

please give her a big Wagin 

welcome and say hello.

I’m sure you’ll 

give it all 

ewe’ve got, 

Amelia! 

Right: The Agricultural Society is raising funds for the next 

Woolorama by selling limited edition 50th Anniversary 

merchandise on the Woolorama website: 

woolorama.com.au/merchandise 
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COVID-19 

We continue to follow government direction to protect our vulnerable people. Wearing of 

masks in the workplace continues. So far, we have managed to keep out the virus. Those 

visiting our home are reminded that they must be fully COVID-19 vaccinated inclusive of 

the booster and must have the 2021-22 influenza vaccine. 

ANZAC 

Jo wrote on our whiteboard (in the passage) a poignant 

affirmation by Tia Walker. 

“To care for those who once cared for us is one of the 

highest honours.” 

An Anzac service was held at the home to 

commemorate the service and sacrifice of those who 

have served in the defence of our nation. Thank you to 

local RSL member Greg Brockway for conducting the 

service. One of our residents Herbert Sharp is one of 

those brave people who served our country. 

Artist Jen Bannerman painted poppies for Anzac and a 

bunny for Easter on the dining room window for the 

residents to view while they were in the dining room. Jen 

is a very talented local artist, and her window murals 

were wonderful and appreciated by all the residents, 

staff, and visitors to the home. 

RENOVATIONS 

Money received from grants has 

enable us to do renovations to 

meet legislative requirements and 

to make the internal living 

environment more user friendly. We 

are completely refurbishing two 

rooms in the older section of the 

home to extend the size of the 

bedroom and bathroom. Some of 

the rooms will have their doorways 

widened.  

Roller shutters have been installed 

on eight of the front windows of 

Maree Russell 

Facility Manager 

Wagin Frail Aged Inc. 

6 Arnott St Wagin 

Phone: (08) 9690 2277 

Artist Jen Bannerman painting 

poppies. 
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the facility. These will add 

additional insulation, helping keep 

the home warmer during winter 

and cooler during the summer. This 

is good for the environment and a 

cost-effective improvement. They 

are also a deterrent for any criminal 

activity. All the residents’ rooms 

have had new blinds installed. 

These control the flow of natural 

light into the room and give 

residents more privacy. 

Watch this space for further 

updates on our renovations. 

SECURITY 

We are in the process of enhancing the security of the 

facility to ensue staff and residents are always safe. This 

will entail securing our five exit doors so they can only be 

accessed by a toggle carried by a staff member. The 

front door will be open during office hours during the 

week but closed outside of this time. Visitors will need to 

ring the bell at the front door and a staff member will 

conduct COVID-19 screening and then grant access. 

ACTIVITIES 

Waratah Lodge provides activities for residents to ensure 

they can be engaged throughout the day. Resident 

Janet has been busy completing a 500-piece jigsaw of 

‘Peony Cottage with Blossom Borders’. She has worked 

tirelessly, dedicating many hours to this task. 

Community volunteer Fred comes to 

the facility often to assist with 

activities and have a cuppa. On this 

occasion he is assisting Janet with the 

finishing touches. Also present is Jo 

who is responsible for wellness and 

lifestyle.  

We welcome and value all our 

volunteers who visit the home. 

Herbert Sharp’s medals. 

Herbert Sharp, veteran. 

Jo, Janet, Fred and the 500-piece puzzle. 
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Latest edition OUT now! 

Find it at the Wagin Co-Op or Dom’s Deli 

If you can’t see it — ask at the counter. 

Get your copy before they run out…! 

 

 

 

 

 

The Rotary Club of Wagin will be 
running their next wood raffle on 
Friday the 10th of June from 9am 
to 5pm in the Wagin Co-op foyer. 

Thank you to everyone who 
participated in the Rotary wood 
raffle held Friday the 27th of May. 

Congratulations to the winner 
Sharon Diver with the winning 
ticket Red C 66! 

DO YOU WANT TO SEE YOUR 

BUSINESS ADVERTISED HERE? 

Ads beginning at just $10 

Contact Wagin Community 

Resource Centre 

on 9861 1644 

news@wagincrc.net.au 

or visit our website 
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BIGGEST MORNING TEA 

Wow, what an outstanding result for the West 

Arthur CRC’s first ever Biggest Morning Tea. A 

stunning $743.75 was raised for the Cancer 

Council. Many thanks to all who attended and 

those who ordered a plate of morning tea. Your 

donations were greatly appreciated. 

LAKE TOWERRINNING 

New picnic settings have now been installed at 

Lake Towerrinning. Grab your lunch and head 

down and enjoy a sunny winter’s day at the 

lake under the new dragon fly shade shelters 

with their new picnic tables and bar settings. 

DARKAN RAILWAY RESERVE’S PLAYGROUND REVITALISATION 

Exciting times are ahead for Darkan kids. In the next few weeks Oxford Landscaping will be 

revitalising the playground area in the Darkan Railway Reserve. This is only the beginning 

with more changes to the railway reserve to come. 

DRAWING WORKSHOP 

Come and learn how to draw with Jane Campbell. The next workshop is on Thursday the 

2nd of June at 6.30pm in the West Arthur CRC activity room. Enter from the rear carpark.  

Enjoy a port and see if it helps your creativity! The workshop is free, but you must supply your 

own materials. 

INSTA FOR BUSINESS 

RSM Business Local will be running a workshop at the West Arthur CRC on Wednesday the 

15th of June on how to use Instagram for your business. This is a free workshop with morning 

tea from 9.45am and the workshop starting at 10am. Bring your device of choice e.g., 

phone, iPad, laptop etc. to work with.  RSVP to the CRC on 9736 2000. 

WINTER WELLNESS MORNING 

The West Arthur CRC invites you to a Women’s Winter Wellness Morning Tea on Monday the 

20th of June at 10am. This is a free event and presentation on keeping yourself and your 

family well this winter. Enter the draw to win a wellness pack. RSVP to the CRC on 9736 2000. 

BOGAN BINGO 

Chanel your inner bogan and dress to impress as the Wagin Football Club presents Bogan 

Bingo on Saturday the 2nd of July at the Darkan Sports Complex. The night starts at 6.30pm 

and features live band Pinstripe. More details closer to the date. 

DARKAN STORMY WRITERS FESTIVAL EVENT 

This is shaping up to be a great day on Saturday the 9th of July. There will be guest speakers 

and workshops galore. The final bits of planning are being cemented in and a program 

should be available soon, but save the date in your diary now.

Prize winners at the Biggest Morning Tea: 

Denise Gooding, Vanessa Cuthbert, 

Isobel Lutz and Kerryn Chia. 
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PET REGRET: CONSUMER COMPLAINTS CLIMB 

With Senior Regional Officer for South West, Annetta Bellingeri 

Welcoming a new pet into your family is an exciting time, so the last thing you’d want to 

discover after bringing the animal home is any unexpected issues or problems.  

An emotional bond has likely formed that could make an exchange or refund out of the 

question, while a ‘repair’ could equate to expensive vet bills and a dispute with the seller. 

Unfortunately, issues with pet purchases are on the rise. In the last 12 months, Consumer 

Protection received 72 complaints, up from 55 complaints the previous year. 

Around 83 per cent of complaints related to puppies or dogs and medical issues were the 

top concern. So, we always recommend arranging a pre-purchase vet check to ensure 

the animal is in good health.  

We also hear about lack of documentation, such as registration papers and vaccination 

certificates, as well as animals that don’t meet the description. For example, if a dog is 

advertised as a medium size breed but grows to become very large.  

You have rights under the Australian Consumer Law if you buy from a shop, or registered 

breeder that is a business. But these protections are unlikely to be available for private 

sales, via Gumtree or Facebook Marketplace, or when you adopt from a shelter or rescue 

centre.  

That’s why it is important before you buy to research the breed, its parents and the seller, 

in addition to carefully considering your ongoing commitment to provide a suitably-sized 

home, food and water, exercise and veterinary care. 

Pet scams are also common, so be cautious if you’re looking to buy online where popular 

breeds are offered for low prices on fake websites, where payment can only be made via 

a non-secure method, such as bank transfer.  

New laws aimed at stopping puppy farming in WA have recently passed State 

Parliament and include a requirement for consumers to receive information at 

purchase about where dogs have come from, as well as the transition of pet 

shops into adoption centres. Scan or click on the QR code to read more 

about this news. 

Further information and advice about buying a pet is available on our website 

(scan or click on the QR code to view a guide) at 

consumerprotection.wa.gov.au, while enquiries can be made on 1300 30 40 

54 or to consumer@dmirs.wa.gov.au. 

www.dmirs.wa.gov.au | www.wa.gov.au 

https://www.mediastatements.wa.gov.au/Pages/McGowan/2021/12/Landmark-Stop-Puppy-Farming-legislation-passes-WA-Parliament.aspx?
https://www.commerce.wa.gov.au/publications/guide-consumer-rights-when-buying-pet
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TIPS FOR INTEGRATING WORK AND FAMILY LIFE 
One of the main issues that confront families and relationships is trying to achieve a 

balance between work and home life. The word balance tends to indicate a 50/50 

arrangement, however that’s a big ask. It’s more appropriate to talk about work and 

home integration to ensure we don’t get too out of balance.  

There is no one perfect balance because every family is different, and every work place 

requirement is different. When machinery is not balanced it will wear and break. This can 

be the same consequence for family and couple relationships. All work and no play are 

problematic. Those busy times are necessary and explainable, but we need to ensure we 

have a catch-up. 

So, what happens when we are not integrating work and home life in a balanced way? 

• A disconnect can start to occur with our wife/partner, dad, kids, friends and relatives; 

• Physical and mental well-being can be affected by issues like stress, anxiety, 

depression and fatigue; 

• Resentment starts to infiltrate as perceived inequalities are felt around home duties, 

workload, parenting and intimacy; 

• Feelings of disrespect, being ignored, being taken for granted, even feeling unloved 

may arise that can erode the quality of healthy family and couple relationships. 

How do we get the balance right? 

• Make couple time to communicate how you are each feeling; 

• Keep a tab on work time verses home/family hours; 

• Talk to your wife/partner/kids about your challenges of transitioning from work to 

home, so they can see your perspective and for you to see things from theirs; 

• Talk/communicate with your partner about the type of parents you both want to be; 

• If you are a new dad, take time off to help care and know your baby, help at night 

with feeding, dressing and that awful job of changing nappies; 

• Allocate dad time. This can be every-day routines like taking/dropping kids off to 

school, the bus stop or sport. This will help develop and maintain connection with the 

kids by showing interest in their lives; 

It is also very important to leave some regular time for yourself. 

How do I switch from work to home mode? 

• Arrange your day to do the most difficult tasks first instead of at the end; 

• Consider if it might be worth staying a little longer at work to finish up a task instead of 

bringing it home with you; 

• Develop a ritual or routine to help you move from work mode i.e., change out of your 

work clothes and shower when you get home; 

• Switch your thinking to the kids and home as you leave work, putting work to rest. 

Being stressed and tired from a hard day’s work can contaminate the time you spend 

with your children.  The family will know if you are present with them or if your head is 

elsewhere. 

If your wife/partner/kids feel second best, feelings about their own self-worth can be 

affected. 

To finish, here are a couple of questions you might like to ask yourself: 1. What good 

memory would you like your children to have of you? 2. When comparing your own 

upbringing, what would you do differently as a dad?

The Regional Men’s Health Initiative 

delivered by Wheatbelt Men’s Health (Inc.) 

Phone: (08) 9690 2277 

menshealth@4blokes.com.au 

regionalmenshealth.com 

http://www.regionalmenshealth.com.au
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SPORTS IN WAGIN 

WAGIN COMMUNITY BALLET 

Open to boys and girls of pre-school, primary school and high school ages. 

3.30pm – Pre-Kindy, Kindy and Pre-Primary 

4.00pm – Year 1 and above 

Held every Tuesday of the school term in the Lesser Hall of the Wagin Town Hall. Class times 

and day will depend on the number of enrolled children. 

Please text Mrs Jessica Booth for more information on 0458 204 933. 

PIESSEVILLE DANCE CLUB 

Unsure if you can remember the steps? Come along, join in and you will soon recall the 

pleasure of dancing. The styles include New Vogue, Modern, and Old Time Dances. 

These family dances are organised by the Piesseville Dance Club twice a month on 

Saturdays at Piesseville Community Hall from 7.30pm to 11.30pm. There are also dance 

lessons on the second and fourth Friday night of each month from 7.30pm to 9.30pm. 

Dancing nights this month are the 4th and 11th of June, 7.30pm to 11.30pm at Piesseville Hall. 

All are welcome to attend. Plus, there are raffles and door prizes to be won. 

For more information, please contact Bernie on 9861 1512 or Anne on 9881 2545 

or 0429 812 545.  

WAGIN FOOTBALL CLUB 

JUNIOR FOOTBALL 

Wagin Contact: Anthony Rowell 0437 480 312 

Katanning Contacts: Mark Sullivan 0427 227 094 and Katherine Anderson 0419 917 583 

Please arrive 15 minutes prior to the game start time. 

UNDER 12s – 2022 SEASON FIXTURES 

4th June - GENERAL BYE - LONG WEEKEND 

Round 5       Time Venue 

12th June (Sunday) Katanning Swans v Wagin Magpies 9.30am Wagin 

12th June (Sunday) Katanning Lions v Wagin Bulldogs 9.30am Wagin 

Round 6       Time Venue 

16th June (Thursday) Katanning Lions v Katanning Swans 5.00pm Katanning 

16th June (Thursday) Wagin Bulldogs v Wagin Magpies 3.30pm Wagin 

18th June - BYE (UGSFL BYE) 

Round 7       Time Venue 

25th June (Saturday) Katanning Swans v Wagin Bulldogs TBA Katanning 

25th June (Saturday) Wagin Magpies v Katanning Lions TBA Katanning 

Round 8       Time Venue 

30th June (Thursday) Katanning Lions v Katanning Swans 5.00pm Katanning 

1st July (Friday) Wagin Bulldogs v Wagin Magpies 3.30pm Wagin 
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2022 AUSKICK SESSIONS 

Week Date  Time 

6 BYE (Long weekend) 

7 Friday 10th June 5.30pm  CHANGE OF DATE 

8 BYE 

9 Saturday 25th June 10.00am 

10 Friday 1st July - Presentations 5.30pm 

WAGIN FOOTBALL CLUB D GRADE 
Sandra Moffatt, 22nd May 

Some people view having multiple homes as a sign of eliteness. While the 

Wagin Football Club is elite on so many levels, they can also lay claim to two 

homes. This weekend saw the first of two games for the season to be held at 

the much sought-after higher rainfall region of Darkan. The weather forecast predicted rain but as 

the many amateur meteorologists in attendance could tell you it was going to arrive much later 

than the D Grade start time of 0930. 

The mighty Wagin team went into the game top of the ladder but still knowing they had to bring 

their all against a strong Williams team. The Cats boast a team much like Wagin’s, full of younger 

players, but under new coach Brian Hardie they bring toughness and pace to every match.  

Wagin, like all the teams, had a few quality outs due to COVID-19 isolation requirements but thanks 

to Wesley College booting their boarders out for the weekend they boasted two quality inclusions 

in Lucas Whitaker and Lucas Ball. The two Lucases in previous seasons had bolstered Wagin’s 

forward line with Whitaker leading last year’s UGSFL D Grade goal kicking.  

From the first bounce the game looked like an even match. Dewy conditions on the oval meant 

the game was played at ground level for the most part which suited the smaller tackling machines 

that both teams possessed. It took some time before the ball made its way into a forward 50 and 

fortunately it was the Wagin forward line. Jax Moffatt was surrounded by a mob of players and 

somehow kicked it round the body from 15m out and posted a goal for Wagin. Moffatt had a tight 

contest on his hands being closely checked by Williams Captain and good mate Lucas Barry but 

Moffatt finished the game with four goals. The forward line was again dangerous with small forwards 

in Phillip Garlett, Zealand Roberts and Darby Ball sitting front and square of every pack marking 

contest. Roberts and Garlett both finished with one goal each and proved dangerous having a bit 

more run further up the field.  

Devon Barlow was a powerhouse in the mid as he improves every game in the ruck contests. He 

also proved invaluable running back into defence to assist the already strong defence lineup led 

well by full back Hunter Finlayson who provides great onfield direction for his fellow defenders.  

The midfield kept up the pace with the speedy Williams lineup. Zane Baxter is one of the most 

consistent performers in the team and can be relied upon each week to provide unrivalled pace 

and is not flustered easily. Dougy Banks’ only issue is the new rule this year that sees D Graders limited 

to one bounce. Dougy, if given the chance, could outrun opponents for three laps of the oval with 

controlled bounces every time. However, this rule has seen Dougy’s kicking accuracy improve out 

of sight and all his kicks hit their target directly on the chest. Meanwhile Tom Pascoe provides a safe 

option on the wing with an endurance that will see him one day play four games in a row without 

getting short of breath.  

The game was a tight tussle but the ball rarely made its way to the Williams attacking end. The 

scoreline was in no way indicative of the even contest with Williams really making Wagin earn every 

scoring opportunity. In the end Wagin came away victorious for their fourth win of the season. Wagin 

7.8.50 defeated Williams 0.1.1. 

Coach Longmuir was impressed with Devon Barlow’s effort in the mid and the assistance he 

provided to defence. He also felt Zealand Roberts played his breakout game today. As with every 

other week he was impressed with the whole team contribution to the game. 

Best players were awarded to Lucas Whitaker, Hunter Finlayson, Devon Barlow, Zealand Roberts, 

Douglas Banks and Jax Moffatt. 

Goal Kickers: Jax Moffatt 4, Phillip Garlett, Zealand Roberts, Chad Howell. 
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WAGIN FOOTBALL CLUB C GRADE 
Sandra Moffatt, 22nd May 

With four COVID-19 related late withdrawals from the team and a Williams team begging for 

players, Coach Enright had quite the list management job on his hands this morning. Fortunately, 

the Wagin C Grade team has great depth this year and have a number of eligible D Grade players 

willing to step up when needed.  

In a team that’s flush with yellow shorters already, three more joined the ranks today with Devon 

Barlow, Jax Moffatt and Lucas Whitaker all making their C Grade debut. The Wagin team 

throughout the course of the game shared several players with the depleted Williams team to 

ensure the game could go ahead. 

The Wagin team has started the year beautifully with three strong performances resulting in three 

wins. There is strength across the whole team and the entire list shows great versatility. They can and 

will play any position requested of them. The team boasts 18 Wagin based players which must be 

some sort of record on previous years. Five Kojonup players are still committed to the club since they 

came across in the Dane Tulley recruitment drive of 2020 and are very much an integral part of the 

team.  

From the first bounce the direction of the game went one way. Dominance in the air was one of 

Wagin’s strengths in the midfield and precision deliveries into the forward line made for easy 

scoreboard conversions. Cruiz Roberts plays a different style to younger brother Zealand but is just 

as deadly deep in the forward line. Roberts repels defenders and is hard to shift when focused on 

a mark and thanks to this he finished the game with 3 goals. Shauny Boy Garlett continues to be in 

the right place at the right time which resulted in 2 goals and several impressive passages of play 

across the ground.  

Meanwhile, it’s rumoured that Charlie Curnow has a poster of Isaac Whiteford on his wall because 

when he grows up, he wants to kick goals like Isaac. He possesses the steadiness of the classic full 

forward but with the athleticism of the modern day forward and it’s no wonder he is a regular 

inclusion in the League team. In today’s C Grade outing he kicked an easy 4 goals. It must be noted 

that younger brother Angus also put in a good game on a ground that caused him a decent 

shoulder injury last year.  

While the forward line is stacked with options, the midfield provides great run and even better skills. 

Logan Finlayson and Jamo Davidson are absolute workhorses always committed to tackles and 

they never back down. Rico Roberts has the smoothest of skills and has some of the quickest hands 

you’ll see. Jahmol Kapene, on the back of his League debut last week, again displayed fantastic 

skills in the air. His vertical leap is unrivalled and provides Kapene and his teammates with first use of 

the ball most times. 

The Wagin defence didn’t have opportunity to see much of the ball today but were like a brick wall 

when the ball did venture down that way.  

By the end of the game, a good number of Wagin players had donned a Williams jumper. However, 

the Wagin team cruised away easy victors finishing with 14.17.101 to defeat Williams 4.4.28. 

Coach Enright was impressed with his team’s ability to switch the ball and also the way the D 

Graders slotted into the team easily.  

Best players were awarded to Logan Finlayson, Shaun Garlett, Isaac Whiteford, Jahmol Kapene, 

Rico Roberts and Jamo Davidson. 

Goal Scorers: Isaac Whiteford 4, Cruiz Roberts 3, Shaun Garlett 2, Liam Robinson 2, Jahmol Kapene, 

Riley McIllree, Jamo Davidson.  

WAGIN FOOTBALL CLUB B GRADE 
Sandra Moffatt, 23rd May 

The revolving door that is in the ins and outs of the Wagin B Grade side continues to spin at a rapid 

rate. This week saw some big names return to the mix with Paul South lining up and the team secured 

some great two for one deals with the Allingtons and Painters. Todd Lubcke was a welcome return 

and got the joy of coaching again as Coach Davies is currently unwell with what he reports to be 

a mixture of Ebola, leprosy and a bad case of the trots. Trainer Grace Adams was asked to verify 

this report and states he’s at the tail end of a mild case of COVID-19. 
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Whilst the Wagin B Grade have had brilliant final quarters over the last three weeks, they have 

struggled to bring this intensity to all four quarters. They were coming into the weekend’s clash 

against Williams as the underdogs. 

The first quarter saw Wagin hold their own as they put great defensive pressure on the Williams side. 

Connor Watkins continues to impress defensively and his magnificent head of red hair is almost seen 

as a stop sign for forward movement as he takes many intercept marks and spoils well under 

pressure.  

Wagin began to take the upper hand towards the end of the first quarter and whilst trailing at 

quarter time by 7 points the game was definitely open. Their second quarter started as they left off. 

A great drive through the midfield, again spearheaded by Tim Abbott saw the Wagin team have 

the upper hand on Williams for the entirety of the quarter. The Wagin midfield are blessed with the 

ruckwork of D Grade coach extraordinaire Wade Longmuir as he always puts in a solid four quarters 

ramming the ball down the rovers’ throats.  

With Anthony McDonald-Tipungwuti’s retirement from AFL during the week, the football world has 

been graced with many a highlights package showing his tackling prowess. Daely Robinson 

provided quality re-enactments of every one of these tackles as he would chase down anyone, 

latch on and turn the ball over. The Darkan Oval has a few more dents in the surface following on 

from these Robinson tackles.  

Dylan Coghlan has been a consistent performer all season. His strong midfield marks and deliveries 

into the forward 50m have resulted in many a score involvement. Taaj Furniss displayed his versatility 

with his venture up forward resulting in 2 goals. Tate Hamersley is comfortably settling into the side 

and is building confidence each game. Taking a man mountain stance in the forward 50m he took 

a beautiful contested mark on the lead. However, basic physics states that momentum is the sum 

of mass x velocity. The mass of Tate mixed with speed he’d built up on the lead resulted in a 

phenomenal forward momentum. His run forward was considered play on. Fortunately, Shauny Boy 

Garlett was again in the ideal spot for the rushed Hamersley handball out the back and kicked an 

easy goal. The momentum equation also featured in the League game when the mass of Josh Kirk 

mixed with the intense velocity he was travelling on the wing resulted in one massage table coming 

off second best.  

Meanwhile Club Stalwart Dale Painter, who will likely still be getting the call-up to play footy when 

he’s a senior citizen, is always a safe option for a contested mark and displays good onfield direction 

for the forwards. He ended with one goal for the day after a strong mark near the 50m mark. Travis 

Allington displayed a great return to footy and was rewarded with a goal to his name.  

Wagin’s second quarter was their standout quarter as they led at halftime by 4 points but they were 

unable to maintain this lead and the final score was Williams 8.7.55 to defeat Wagin 5.3.33. 

On the injury front Wagin got through it reasonably unscathed but in an undisclosed manner Aaron 

Painter ran off the field at one stage leaking a reasonable amount of claret from his nose. In true 

plumber fashion he stopped the leak fairly quickly, charged himself weekend call-out rates, and 

continued playing. Early reports say his nose may or may not be broken but he is apparently rocking 

two black eyes similar to Kung Fu Panda.  

Best players were awarded to Connor Watkins, Daely Robinson, Wade Longmuir, Tim Abbott, Paul 

South and Travis Allington. 

Goal Scorers: Taaj Furniss 2, Dale Painter, Shauny Boy Garlett, Travis Allington. 

Congratulations are extended to Mitchell Adams and his partner Shannon on the arrival of son 

Carter. It is believed when Coach Davies recovers from all his ailments, he will be securing Carter’s 

services under the father-son rule. 

WAGIN FOOTBALL CLUB D GRADE 
Sandra Moffatt, 29th May 

Team selections have been tricky across all four grades over the last few weeks but a Mr C. Ovid 

was definitely the Chairman of Selectors for this week’s D Grade game. There were significant outs 

this week with Coach Longmuir, Captain Moffatt and #1 Ruck Devon Barlow just some of those not 

able to take their part in the game at Katanning.  

The Katanning teams were a sea of pink this round as it was their annual Pink for Piper round which 

is in aid of The Piper Project which supports bereaved siblings and their families.  
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As the two teams lined up it was obvious that the lack of height for Wagin may be an obstacle. 

However, this difference would be somewhat softened by the wet conditions bringing the game to 

ground level with clean marks hard to take with a slippery ball.  

Shaun Robinson earned himself hero status as he heeded the call to fill in as coach for the day. With 

the team ranks dropping as fast as the Eagles percentage, he also had to do some last-minute 

recruiting. Making their debut for the Wagin Bulldogs were Isaac Brockway and Will Robinson and 

both boys performed brilliantly.  

The Wagin team fired out of the blocks and two quick goals saw them take the early lead. Darby 

Ball relished in his role at full forward and scored one of the early goals. Dougy Banks scored the 

other early goal and once again dominated through the midfield in dynamic partnership with the 

speedy Zane Baxter. Hudson English’s enthusiasm for the game was again on show and he created 

plenty of run and hard ball gets through the midfield.  

The team welcomed back Isaiah Winiata who along with Evan Robinson found themselves as the 

team’s tallest players for the day. They both performed well with overhead marks and bringing the 

ball to ground for all the skilled smaller players on the team. In the absence of Barlow, Winiata and 

Dougy Banks shared the ruck duties. Banks wouldn’t usually be viewed as your typical ruckman but 

he possesses the same vertical leap as his cousin Jahmol Kapene. The players are related on the 

Banks side of the family which must possess strong pogo stick type genes. These boys can leap!  

Hunter Finlayson was suitably named as acting Captain for the day and led well from fullback. 

Finlayson showed great composure as the Katanning forward entries increased as their team found 

their feet and utilised their strength.  

Whilst the first quarter saw the small Bulldog pups take the lead, Katanning broke away and won 

every quarter after that. Warren Boyce showed grit and determination over the whole game as did 

Flinn Robinson. The whole team showed courage against their bigger opposition and supported 

each other well. This was exampled when Will Robinson in his first game took quite the bump from 

someone three times his size. He went down like the proverbial but many of his team rallied around 

him while he got to his feet again. It didn’t slow him down at all as he went hard for the ball 

whenever it was near him.  

The Wagin team experienced their first loss for the season going down to Katanning 10.9.69 vs 3.3.21. 

Best Players were awarded to Hunter Finlayson, Douglas Banks, Hudson English, Warren Boyce, Zane 

Baxter and Evan Robinson. 

Goal Scorers: Douglas Banks 2, Darby Ball. 

The team will be bolstered by at least eight of their regular players next week when they face 

Narrogin in Narrogin. This will be a top of the table clash. It is believed Coach Longmuir will use his 

seven days forced rest to plan some comprehensive set plays to help the team come away 

victorious over the Narrogin lineup. 

WAGIN FOOTBALL CLUB C GRADE 
Sandra Moffatt, 29th May 

The Wagin C Grade team are the envy of 

the entire football club at the moment. 

Week in, week out they have a plethora of 

players to choose from to the point that 

they even have players on the interchange 

bench. With this depth of solid performers 

has come winning performances each 

time.  

For the game against Katanning, ladder 

positions suggested that Wagin should get 

the win but Katanning often have a knack 

of plucking out quality players as the 

season progresses and surprising opposition 

teams.  

The skies started to clear and the game started. The Wagin C Graders started with the same ferocity 

as their D Grade club mates. Jahmol Kapene dominated the ruck contests. Jamo Davidson was in 

Photo by Londa Finlayson. 
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and under every hitout and Lucas McInnes showed the pace out of mid that saw him dominate in 

D Grade in previous seasons. Bryce English maintains a tough style of football and provides plenty 

of shepherds for his smaller teammates. However, the game changer was Brodie Hills who 

throughout the game applied constant pressure on the opposition whilst showing clean hands in 

wet conditions.  

After the first quarter, the Wagin team were four goals clear and the Katanning forward line had 

barely seen the ball. However, some sort of rocket was put up them at the quarter time break and 

they came out firing. The Wanderers kept Wagin goalless for the quarter while they scored four of 

their own.  

Halftime was a chance for the Bulldogs to regroup and they most certainly did. Riley McIllree’s effort 

at fullback is to be commended. If he can’t intercept a mark then he will undoubtedly spoil it 

instead. A very deserved appointment pre-season as a co-vice-captain, he provides great 

leadership throughout the defence and is ably supported by strong marking from Liam Robinson 

and tackling machines Bayley Marinoni and Cody McIllree. Diezel Barlow contests every mark and 

shows no fear as he runs with the flight of the ball not at all worried about who might be in the way. 

The Katanning team very much struggled in the last half to get the ball through the goals with this 

solid defence.  

A most notable feature of the C grade team is their hard approach to football. Contested marks, 

hard hitting tackles, solid shepherds and an absolutely amazing amount of smothers. Smothering 

the ball can be as risky for one’s body as running barefoot through double Gs while being chased 

by an angry alpaca. However, the C grade team smother the ball routinely resulting in many 

turnovers. 

One of the hardest at the ball every week is Shauny Boy Garlett. If there was ever a textbook on 

second and third ball gets, Shauny Boy would be in there. In the rare event that he turns the ball 

over, he doesn’t stand there head in hands having a sook, he is straight back out there getting the 

ball back. He’s like a totem tennis pole with the ball attached on a string.  

One most notable passage of play came deep in the fourth quarter when Wagin was ahead by a 

small margin but really needed to consolidate the win. Isaac Whiteford who was playing out of full 

back in the last quarter smothered the ball near the defensive 50m mark. H e then grabbed the ball 

and ran right through the centre over the cricket pitch with the pace of a Mitchell Starc opening 

bowl. He then put the ball to boot with a piercing kick into the forward 50m. Garlett grabbed it and 

kicked a behind. However, upon the kick back into play Shauny Boy laid the most magnificent 

tackle 20m out from goal on the boundary. Garlett steadied himself for the set-shot and slotted it 

through perfectly. The perfect reward for effort.  

When the final siren surrounded Wagin were up by 18 points. However, the ball had just been 

marked solidly by Riley McIllree having a stint in the forward line who composed himself and kicked 

the goal after the siren for Wagin to win the game with a final score of Wagin 8.15.63 to Katanning 

5.9.39. 

Coach Enright was very pleased to see the team stick with their brand of footy and win with an 

outstanding team effort. This was highlighted by the boys holding their heads high when their backs 

were against the wall in the last quarter. 

Best players were Brodie Hills, Shaun Garlett Jnr, Riley McIllree, Bayley Marinoni, Logan Finlayson and 

Liam Robinson. 

Goal Scorers: Shaun Garlett Jnr 3, Riley McIllree 2, Cruiz Roberts, Blake Simons, Brodie Hills. 

The team now look to next week as they will have a top of the table clash against Narrogin in 

Narrogin. A must win game for the boys both to cement their spot at top of the ladder and to give 

them bragging rights at school.   

WAGIN FOOTBALL CLUB B GRADE 
Sandra Moffatt, 30th May 

Coach Davies returned from a week of forced rest to encounter another headache: fielding a team 

when the list of available players would barely field a cricket team. However, just as the man is a 

magician when it comes to conjuring up fictitious rainfall numbers and crop yields, he also 

managed to conjure up a team.  
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Once again, the B Grade team was blessed with a 

number of keen and very talented C Grade players. 

These boys had just come off a hard-fought win but 

many put their hand up to take the field again for the B 

Grade clash.  

The first quarter wasn’t a roaring success for the Bulldogs 

as they didn’t trouble the scoreboard. Meanwhile 

Katanning got away to a 23-point lead. However, there 

were promising signs with a few forward 50 entries but 

Wagin just weren’t able to convert.  

It was like a different team stepped on the oval in the 

second quarter and the scoreboard reflected this. 

Wagin stacked on 3.4 to win that quarter. The Wagin 

defence repelled many entries into Katanning’s attack. 

Connor Watkins once again provided composure and 

good pressure in defence. Clay Simpson Smith had his 

most consistent outing yet and starred in the last line of 

defence. He put together four solid quarters and won the ball in every way imaginable. Possibly his 

best effort was when a very handy Katanning player had the ball in his clutches and instead of 

opting for a tackle, Simpson Smith got his big shearer’s hands in there and just yanked the ball out 

of the bloke’s hands. A quick handball out then saw the ball heading back up Wagin’s end. It was 

also excellent to see the return of Bert Williams to the backline. It’s not a B Grade team without 

Backline Bert and he should be forced to play the rest of the season.  

Wade Longmuir was missing from the ruck this week. Shaun Robinson kindly took over his D Grade 

coaching role for the day but declined the persistent offer that he could also take on Longmuir’s 

playing duties. However, the ruck was ably handled by the skills of Jahmol Kapene for the most part 

with a few other players doing their best Maxy Gawn impression and having a crack at the ruck 

during ball-ups.  

The midfield was blessed with a number of tough hard runners. As the game’s intensity lifted so did 

these players. Cooper Young backed up on his solid outing against Kukerin/Dumbleyung a fortnight 

ago and ran hard and tackled harder. Brandon Ginn ran hard all day and frequently got his hands 

on the ball. Henry Vaughan was an absolute machine. The man possesses an amazing amount of 

pace and his skills are becoming more polished every week. Several passages of play saw Vaughan 

and Shauny Boy Garlett combine skilfully to result in rapid entries into the Wagin forward line.  

Just as quickly as Garlett gets the ball in the midfield he is straight down the field and lurking around 

the forward pocket. He was rewarded for his efforts with four goals to bring his season total to 24 (12 

goals in both B and C Grade). Garlett must have a heart bigger than Phar Laps. He was still the 

hardest running player out there at the end of the game which for him was his eighth quarter of 

football on a wet oval playing midfield/forward. Amazing effort. Dylan Coghlan is also great to 

watch as he shows faith in his teammates’ marking abilities and kicks it straight down the guts of the 

central corridor instead of the all too frequent ‘safe’ option of kicking to the wing. Coghlan played 

well from mid through to forward and also scored a goal. Rounding out the goal scorers and possibly 

the most popular goal of the day went to Cody McIllree, who was playing B Grade for the first time 

and kicked a magnificent goal. McIllree was justifiably pumped with his effort and the whole team 

got around him to celebrate.   

The game was very hard fought and the intensity heightened throughout the match as some 

tempers flared up. At one stage, someone must have seen something interesting on the ground 

and this caused everyone to rush to that spot and jostle furiously for position. In a few short moments 

things settled but an umpire instructed a Katanning player to go off the ground and check the 

interesting thing out for a bit longer yet.  

Unfortunately, the game did not go Wagin’s way despite the team winning two of the quarters. 

These patches of brilliance from Wagin are becoming more frequent and it won’t be too much 

longer before they string together four solid quarters and get a win on the board.  

The final score was Katanning 9.18.72 to defeat Wagin 6.7.43. 

Best players were awarded to Cooper Young, Shaun Garlett Jnr, Connor Watkins, Clay Simpson 

Smith, Brandon Ginn and Jahmol Kapene. 

Jahmol Kapene showing some of his 

amazing athleticism. Why duck and 

weave when you can just leap over the 

top? Photo by Londa Finlayson. 
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Goal Scorers: Shaun Garlett Jnr 4, Cody McIllree, Dylan Coghlan. 

Coach Davies was once again impressed with effort of the yellow shorters (seven in total) and is 

thankful for their eagerness to play B Grade. 

Next week they face Narrogin at Clayton Oval which will be a tough ask as Narrogin sit third on the 

ladder. However, four solid quarters should see Wagin put up a good contest. 

GREAT SOUTHERN KART CLUB 

Brian Chalmers 

Photos by Michelle Joyce 

S L A M run, S L A M won. 

Congratulations to now two-time Slam winner James Inglis on 

what was an epic night for the #80 kart winning just about 

everything he contested in. Well done, Jimmy. 

For all those who helped, stewarded, supported, contested, served, laughed, cheered and 

followed, I can’t thank you enough for making the SLAM what it’s becoming. It’s coming 

back in 2023 bigger, better and more exciting, with a twist. 

One most important thank you is to my wife Kylie who not only allows but supports and helps 

with these events. 

Planning for the 2023 Slam commenced at 9.50pm after the feature race. Things are full 

steam ahead already. Stay tuned. 
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The replay of the 2022 Great Southern Slam is now available for viewing free from 

Demandandplay at demandplay.com.au/slam22. 

View the photos and videos of the event published by the organisers and the kart 

community on the Facebook page Great Southern Slam Brought to You by Hearth House 

Mandurah. Plus, follow the page to get all the updates about 2023’s epic Slam. 

 

The next Club Day is this Saturday the 4th of June! Find all the information on the Great 

Southern Kart Club Facebook page and on our website: greatsouthernkart.club. 

Would you like to know more about Dirt Karting and the fun your family could enjoy? Well 

call or email us for more information. We will gladly help you get started. Contact details 

are listed on the Contact page of the website, or message the Facebook page. 

 

WAGIN NETBALL CLUB 

Contacts: waginnetball@gmail.com | Wagin Netball Club Facebook Group 

 

 

WAGIN NETBALL FIXTURES 
Long Weekend – Friday 3rd & Saturday 4th of June 

Round 6 

Friday 10th June 

6.30pm JD1 Wagin 4 v Flames Falcons CT 2 

Saturday 11th June 

8.30am  GO (10 & Unders) Wagin 6 v Flames Flares CT 4 

10.00am JD3 Wagin 5 v Olympics Sapphires CT 1 

1.00pm A1 (R5) Wagin 1 v Williams 1 CT 1 

1.00pm A2 Div 2 (R5) Flames 2 v Wagin 2 CT 2 

2.30pm A3 (R5) Wagin 3 v Williams 2 CT 2 

Round 7 

Friday 17th June 

6.30pm A2 Div 2 (R6) Wagin 2 v Waves 1 CT 1 

6.30pm JD1 (R6) Cuballing 4 v Wagin 4 CT 3 
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Saturday 18th June 

8.30am  GO (10 & Unders) Wagin 6 v Pingelly 4 CT 4 

10.00am JD3 Wickepin 3 v Wagin 5 CT 2 

2.30pm A1 (R6) Wagin 1 v Pingelly 1 CT 1 

2.30pm A3 (R6) Wagin 3 v Flames 3 CT 2 

 

RESULTS 
Round 3 

20th & 21st May 

A1 Wagin 1 – Def. Pingelly 1 45-39 

Best Player: Gaige Kapene 

A2 Wagin 2 – Def. Waves 1 61-37 

Best Players: J-Jay Kapene, Laura Hutton-Storer 

A3 Wagin 3 – Def. Flames 3 54-26 

Best Players: Lisette Becker, Tepora Hotene 

Junior Division 1 Cuballing 4 – Def. Wagin 4 74-9 

Best Players: Shona Banks 

Junior Division 3 Wagin 5 – Def. Flames Sparks 44-8 

Best Players: Ava Ward, Rayne Kapene, Sara Ward 

NSG (10&U) Wagin 6 – Def. Williams 4 10-8 

Best Players: Sophie Scanlon, Ruby Brockway, Letti Storer 

Round 4 

27th & 28th May 

A1 Cuballing 1 – Def. Wagin 1 64-49 

Best Player: Jodie Sercombe 

A2 Wagin 2 – Def. Olympics Gold 43-34 

Best Player: Laura Hutton-Storer 

A3 Wagin 3 – Def. Wickepin 2 44-21 

Best Players: Tepora Hotene, Jasmine Watson 

Junior Division 1 Olympics Teal – Def. Wagin 4 46-21 

Best Player: Shona Banks 

Junior Division 3 Wagin 5 – Drew Waves 3 21-21 

Best Players: Charlotte Rowell, Airynn Ugle, Lara Painter, Sara Ward 

NSG (10&U) Wagin 6 – Drew Waves 4 3-3 

Best Players: Mariah Garlett, Letti Storer, Erin King 

 

 

WAGIN PLAYGROUP, TOY LIBRARY & KINDY GYM 

Wagin Playgroup, Toy Library and Kindy Gym run during the school term at 

the Eric Farrow Pavilion. Playgroup and the Toy Library run Fridays from 9am 

to 11am. Kindy Gym runs fortnightly on Tuesdays from 9.30am to 10.30am. 

Ages 0-5 are all welcome to Playgroup and Kindy Gym with a parent/carer. 

The first three sessions of Playgroup are free and Kindy Gym is free for Wagin 

Playgroup members. 

For more information and to be kept up to date please follow the Wagin 

Playgroup, Wagin Toy Library and Wagin Kindy Gym pages on Facebook. 
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WAGIN ESSENTIAL SERVICES  

DOCTOR: 9861 1633 

DENTIST: 9861 1400 

CHILD HEALTH: 9861 1224 

HOSPITAL: 9861 3444  

PHARMACY: 9861 1245 

VETERINARY SURGEON: 9861 1844 

WAGIN DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL: 9861 3200 

SHIRE COUNCIL: 9861 1177 

WATER SUPPLY: 13 13 75 

WESTERN POWER EMERGENCY: 13 13 51 

WAGIN STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE: 132 500 

AMBULANCE AND FIRE BRIGADE: 000 

POLICE STATION: 9852 0000 or 000 OR 131 444 
 

WHEATBELT MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES  

ABORIGINAL CRISIS LINE 13YARN/13 92 76 

ABORIGINAL WHEATBELT HEALTH SERVICE 

Narrogin 9881 0385 

ABORIGINAL WHEATBELT MEDICAL SERVICE 

Narrogin 9891 4600 

AGCARE WHEATBELT 9046 5091 

AMITY HEALTH 9842 2797 

AVIVO 9621 7900 

AVON Narrogin 9622 2612 

BROTHER TO BROTHER (Aboriginal Men) 

1800 435 799 

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE HELPLINE 

Men 1800 000 599 Women 1800 007 339 

ELDER ABUSE HELPLINE 1300 724 679 

FINANCIAL COUNSELLING Narrogin 9881 1363 

HEADSPACE (Ages 12-25) 9621 5000 

HELPING MINDS (Family/friends) 1800 811 747 

HERE FOR YOU 1800 437 348 

HOLYOAKE Narrogin (Mental health, drugs & 

suicide prevention/aftercare) 9881 1999 

LIFELINE 13 11 14 GRIEF/BEREAVED 9261 4444 

MENSLINE 1300 789 978 

QLIFE (Queer/LGBTI) 1800 184 527 

REGIONAL MENS HEALTH 9690 2277 

RESPECT (Assault counselling) 1800 737 732 

RURAL AID 1300 327 624 

RURAL LINK (After hours care) 1800 552 002 

WHEATBELT MENTAL HEALTH Narrogin 9621 0999 

HISTORICAL VILLAGE ROSTER 

 AM   PM 

THU 2 MIKE  MIKE 

FRI 3  MICHAEL   MICHAEL 

SAT 4 MIKE  MIKE 

SUN 5 MICHAEL  MICHAEL 

MON 6  MICHAEL  MICHAEL 

TUE 7 GEOFFREY  MAURIE  

WED 8    JOYCE  LEONIE 

THU 9 MIKE  MIKE 

FRI 10 MICHAEL  MICHAEL 

SAT 11 MIKE  MIKE 

SUN 12 MICHAEL  MICHAEL 

MON 13 MICHAEL  MICHAEL 

TUE 14 ANNE  MAURIE  

WED 15 JOYCE  NEIL 

WAGIN CHURCH SERVICES 

ANGLICAN 

COMMUNITY 

THE WAGIN 

BAPTIST CHURCH 

ST JOSEPH’S 

CATHOLIC 

CHURCH WAGIN 

WAGIN UNITING 

CHURCH 

WAGIN 

VINEYARD 

CHURCH 

Sunday Services 

1st Sunday 

Wagin 10am 

2nd Sunday 

Wagin 9am 

3rd Sunday 

Wagin 9am 

Dumbleyung 

11am 

4th & 5th Sunday 

No services 

Sunday Services 

at 10:30am 

For enquiries 

please call 

Gary on 

0407 194 431 

Mass Times 

First Sunday of 

each month at 

8am 

Then Saturdays 

at 6pm 

Sun 5th June 
Darkan 9am  

G & A-B Wasley 

Wagin 10.15am  
Rev. S van Schalkwyk 

Holy Communion 

Sun 12th June 
Waratah 9.15am  

Tony Baxter 

Wagin 10.15am  
Wendy Pederick 

Dumbleyung 11am  

G & A-B Wasley 

Holy Communion 

Sun 19th June 
Darkan 9am  

Wagin 10.15am  

Vineyard Meal 

and Worship  

Friday 3rd 

June 6:30pm 

140 Lalla Rhook 

Rd Wagin 

God is so good 

For enquiries 

call Wendy 

0417 145 628 

or Ian 

0428 622 049 
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WA DAY – 6TH JUNE 

© Celebrate WA 
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NOONGAR ABORIGINAL LANGUAGE WORDSEARCH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WORD QUEST 
How many words of four letters or more can you make from the letters shown here? In making a 

word, each tile may be used once only. Each word must contain the centre letter. No plurals or 

verb forms ending in ‘s’, or words that are foreign, hyphenated or have an initial capital letter. 

Challenge yourself to discover the one nine-letter word in the list. Clue: It can be found on page 22. 
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DISCLAIMER: 

1) No liability shall be incurred by the Wagin Wool Press by reason of any amendments to, or error; inaccuracy in; 

partial total omission of an advertisement; by reason of delay; default or from any other cause whatsoever. If in the 

opinion of the Wagin Wool Press the error clearly reduces the value of advertisement and the advertiser notifies it to 

the Wagin Wool Press within 5 business days of the publication date, then one correction insertion will be made at no 

charge.  

2) While the Wagin Wool Press aims to publish all material submitted, the Wagin Wool Press reserves the right to refuse 

to publish or re-publish any contribution or advertisement without giving any reason. 

3) No articles, letters or advertisements will be accepted which may appear to be defamatory or accusatory, or to 

favour one side in a legal dispute. 

4) The Wagin Wool Press reserves the right to shorten or otherwise amend any contribution other than advertisements. 

5) The opinions, views and beliefs expressed in articles and other submissions to the Wagin Wool Press do not 

necessarily reflect the opinion, views or beliefs of the CRC staff or Committee. 

ADVERTISING RATES 2022/2023 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
If you would like to advertise your business in the Wagin Wool Press, please email us at 

news@wagincrc.net.au and we can send you our advertising form. 

EDITION 145 CROSSWORD SOLUTION EDITION 145 SUDOKU SOLUTIONS (EASY AND MEDIUM) 

mailto:news@wagincrc.net.au
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